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Advazorb Border® 
Hydrophilic foam dressing with soft 

silicone wound contact layer and border 

The silicone wound contact layer has large pores which 
enable the passage of exudate into the absorbent foam whilst 
protecting the fragile wound bed. 

This combination ensures the dressings comfortably stay in 
place whilst minimising the potential for maceration.

    The same high quality foam and low friction film as 
    Advazorb® and Advazorb Silfix®, plus a border to eliminate 
    the need for secondary fixation.

    The soft silicone contact layer extends across the entire 
    surface area of the dressing, not just the border, providing 
    secure but gentle adhesion.

    Suitable for hard to dress wounds as a secondary fixation 
    isn’t required.

    The large open pores enable the passage of exudate 
    through to the foam whilst providing optimal adherence to 
    the skin.

    Minimises the pain and trauma associated with dressing 
    change or removal.

    Also available in 10cm x 30cm particularly useful for post-  
    operative wounds.

Advazorb Silfix® 
Hydrophilic foam dressing with soft 

silicone wound contact layer

Combination of the excellent fluid handling capabilities 
of Advazorb® with a layer of atraumatic soft silicone 
adhesive.

The soft silicone ensures that the dressing does not stick 
to the wet surface of a wound bed or cause trauma 
to delicate new tissue upon dressing removal. This is 
particularly suited to those patients with friable or delicate 
skin.

     The same high quality foam and low friction film as   
     Advazorb® with an atraumatic soft silicone wound 
     contact layer across the surface area of the dressing.

     The wound contact layer enables the dressing to be   
     placed onto the patient whilst a secondary dressing or 
     bandage is applied for retention.

     Provides gentle adherence to intact skin whilst the      
     hydrophobic nature of silicone ensures that it won’t 
     adhere to a wet wound bed.

     Minimises the pain and trauma associated with dressing 
     change or removal.

     Prevents disruption of newly formed granulation tissue.

     Ideal choice for wounds with fragile skin that 
     also require a degree of compression.

Product Size Dressings per box PIP code NHS code

Advazorb Border® 

7.5cm x 7.5cm 10 367-0650 ELA547 

10cm x 10cm 10 367-0668 ELA548 

12.5cm x 12.5cm 10 367-0676 ELA549 

15cm x 15cm 10 367-0684 ELA550 

10cm x 20cm 10 367-0692 ELA551 

20cm x 20cm 10 367-0718 ELA552 

10cm x 30cm 10 367-0726 ELA553 

Advazorb Silfix®

7.5cm x 7.5cm 10 367-0494 ELA535  

10cm x 10cm 10 367-0502 ELA536 

12.5cm x 12.5cm 10 367-0510 ELA537 

15cm x 15cm 10 367-0528 ELA538 

10cm x 20cm 10 367-0536 ELA539 

20cm x 20cm 10 367-0544 ELA540 

Manufactured in the UK, the Advancis Medical® range of Advazorb® Hydrophilic foam dressings, offer the 
combination of a high quality performance product at a competitive price.

Advazorb® is a comprehensive range of patient friendly, absorbent foam dressings presented in 
non-adhesive and atraumatic silicone adhesive format. The range is designed to overcome the complex 
challenges of managing exudate whilst protecting ‘at risk’ fragile skin, a combination of excellent fluid 
handling capabilities of Advazorb® with a layer of atraumatic soft silicone adhesive. 

Advazorb®, Advazorb Silfix® and Advazorb Border® are available in both a regular thickness for moderate to 
high exudate and ‘Lite’ versions for low to moderately exuding wounds.
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